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As a software engineer, software is part of your job title; thus, it almost feels like you
should only know software. However, in the decades of building software, I realized
that gaining knowledge about hardware is equally important to learning code.
Although I might never be as good as an expert in hardware, I want to expand myself
beyond just software. So, I never shy away from getting my hands dirty with
hardware.

To reduce the cost of my AWS cloud service, I recently decided to move some less
mission-critical services into my bare-metal servers. Therefore, I got to learn how to
build a bare-metal Kubernetes cluster and set up the network for it. After some
research, trial, and error, I �nally built and ran a relatively low-cost cluster with a
high-speed full-mesh interconnected network. The most interesting part is that the
networking is based on a USB4 ethernet bridge instead of a conventional ethernet
switch and cables. I tested the network speed, and it can hit 11Gbps. The cost of
making the network is only $47.98 USD! Today, I would like to share my experience of
building it.
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The UM790 Pro bare-metal cluster with full-mesh USB4 cables connections

Standard 1U servers vs mini PCs

When I thought of building a bare-metal cluster, I �rst asked myself what type of
machine to use. The �rst idea that came to my mind was to purchase some retired
used 1U servers. They are unbelievably cheap. Take this refurbished Dell PowerEdgerefurbished Dell PowerEdgerefurbished Dell PowerEdge
R630 selling on AmazonR630 selling on AmazonR630 selling on Amazon, for example, and it costs only $380.42

https://www.amazon.com/Dell-PowerEdge-R630-Rackmount-Warranty/dp/B07PR12CTL/
https://www.amazon.com/Dell-PowerEdge-R630-Rackmount-Warranty/dp/B07PR12CTL/


refurbished Dell PowerEdge R630 selling on Amazon

The CPU is a bit outdated, but it has two of them, and it comes with 192GB DDR4
RAM, so it’s still a fairly powerful machine. While the machine itself isn’t expensive,
it is not cheap if you consider the cost to operate. A machine like this is very power-
hungry. Suppose the power consumption is 1000W per hour. Given California’s
average residential electricity rate is 15.34 cents per kWhaverage residential electricity rate is 15.34 cents per kWhaverage residential electricity rate is 15.34 cents per kWh, it would be

1000W * 24 hour * 30 days = 720 kWh.

In other words, the costs of running just one of these machines could be

720 kWh * 15.34¢/kWh = $110.45 USD per month

And that would be $1,325.4 USD per year. You can buy more than three of these servers
with just the money you pay for the electric bill. Not to mention they will make huge
noise and it’s not ideal to keep them in your living area. There are also cooling issues
you may need to consider; there will be an extra cost if you need an active cooling
solution if you are stacking them up and the generated heat needs to go somewhere.
Considering these, I ruled out buying one of those 1U servers pretty soon.

The pace of modern hardware improvement is insanely fast. I’ve been paying
attention to the trend of how powerful tiny devices can run on extremely low power
nowadays. Apple was leading the way by introducing their M1 chip, bringing mighty
computing power with super low power consumption. Thanks to the competition,
Mini PCs are becoming more and more powerful these days. They are also fairly
cheap, quiet, and consume little power compared to a full-size PC or a server. I
looked at di�erent mini PCs and found this one, Venus UM790 Pro from MiniforumsVenus UM790 Pro from MiniforumsVenus UM790 Pro from Miniforums:

https://www.electricitylocal.com/states/california/
https://store.minisforum.com/collections/all-product/products/minisforum-um790-pro


UM790 Pro product page screenshot

The machine itself isn’t expensive. A top spec with 64GB memory and 1T storage only
set you back $800 USD. It comes with an AMD Ryzen 9 7940HS CPU. It equips a CPU
built for a laptop, so the power consumption is also pretty low. According to thisthisthis
YouTube video reviewing that machineYouTube video reviewing that machineYouTube video reviewing that machine, its idle power is only around 6W, and when
running full load, it only consumes 80W. I ran a benchmark on this machine, and it
blew my mind 🤯

Geekbench score compare between UM790 Pro and a PC with AMD Ryzen 9 3950x CPU

This tiny machine’s benchmark score is even better than the top-spec PC I built three
years ago with an AMD Ryzen 9 3950x at a fraction of the price and power

https://youtu.be/l3Vaz7S3HmQ?si=mz4mDnK2Gx3iU2cp&t=568
https://youtu.be/l3Vaz7S3HmQ?si=mz4mDnK2Gx3iU2cp&t=568


consumption. If the numbers are correct, this machine only costs $9 USD monthly at
full load!

Networking

It didn’t take too much longer for me after I purchased the �rst UM790 Pro and tried
it out to decide to extend it to a three-node cluster. But soon after bootstrapping the
Kubernetes cluster on these three tiny beasts and installing Ceph as the storage
system, I realized I needed a better interconnection between these machines. When
Ceph moves big �les between the nodes, it takes a long time with just 1G ethernet.
The UM790 Pro machine has a 2.5G ethernet port, but my router’s LAN ports are only
1G speed, so I was considering buying a 2.5G ethernet switch. It’s not the end of the
world to run a cluster at 1G speed, but limited bandwidth between nodes limits what
you can do with the cluster, so ideally, I still want a higher-speed network between
the nodes.

Interestingly, it appears that nowadays, you can get a 2.5G ethernet switch at a
reasonably cheap price, something like $100. But those ones are usually from China,
with di�erent brand names sharing the same underlying machine, like the onesonesones
reviewed in this videoreviewed in this videoreviewed in this video.

Why there are so many brand names for the same machine? I guess it’s a strategy the
manufacturer adopts to have many brands for the same product so that they have
more entries appear in the search results on Amazon. Therefore, you get more
exposure and, thus, a better chance of a conversion. In the long run, I am speculative
about the quality of those cheap 2.5G ethernet switches and the service they will
provide. The products were sold under a seemingly throwable brand name, after all.
Usually, I would prefer a more established brand if I had to buy one.

While I was debating which switch to buy, doing my research regarding the brand,
price, and my requirements, I realized

wait a minute 🤔

There are two USB4 ports on the machine. In theory, it could provide up to 40Gbps
speed. Who cares about 2.5G? That’s 40Gbps we are talking about here! Considering
the money spent on a 2.5G ethernet router plus some Cat6 ethernet cable, why not
just make a full-mesh network with USB4 cables? With that in mind, I soon
purchased two of thesetwo of thesetwo of these and this onethis onethis one USB4 cable. That’s only $47.98 USD in total, and
yet it can hit 11Gbps! It would be way more expensive and slower if I went the
ethernet route.

Con�gure the mesh network with NixOS and Systemd

As you’ve seen in the �rst picture in this article, the three nodes were fully connected
with high-speed USB4 cables. Connecting cables is easy, but the question is, how do
you con�gure the network in Linux? In the process of bootstrapping my Kubernetes
cluster, I learned how to use NixOSNixOSNixOS to con�gure a reproducible Linux OS environment.
It saved me a tremendous amount of trouble for con�guring my nodes. NixOS is a

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QgLU-HT1E64
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QgLU-HT1E64
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0BHT7JDF9
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0BLXLSDN5
https://nixos.org/


package system that comes with a build system. It allows you to build reproducible
packages all the way from Linux kernel to all the tiny utility command line tools. So,
if you encounter any issues in the package, you can patch them quickly without
waiting for the bug to be �xed in the upstream. NixOS and the whole Nix ecosystem
deserve their own articles. I may write a “NixOS Explained” like my previous EllipticEllipticElliptic
Curve Cryptography ExplainedCurve Cryptography ExplainedCurve Cryptography Explained article. I found the package system beautifully
designed but hard to understand at �rst glance. Hopefully, I can �nd the time 😅

Anyway, here’s the sample NixOS con�guration I wrote for con�guring the USB4 full-
mesh network:

{...}: {

  systemd.network.enable = true;

  # To 02

  systemd.network.links."50-tbt-02" = {

    matchConfig = {

      Path = "pci-0000:c7:00.5";

      Driver = "thunderbolt-net";

    };

    linkConfig = {

      MACAddressPolicy = "none";

      Name = "tbt-02";

    };

  };

  systemd.network.networks.tbt-02 = {

    matchConfig = {

      Path = "pci-0000:c7:00.5";

      Driver = "thunderbolt-net";

    };

    addresses = [

      {

        addressConfig = {

          Address = "10.7.0.101/32";

          Peer = "10.7.0.106/32";

        };

      }

    ];

  };

  # To 01

  systemd.network.links."50-tbt-01" = {

    matchConfig = {

      Path = "pci-0000:c7:00.6";

      Driver = "thunderbolt-net";

    };

    linkConfig = {

      MACAddressPolicy = "none";

      Name = "tbt-01";

    };

  };

  systemd.network.networks.tbt-01 = {

    matchConfig = {

      Path = "pci-0000:c7:00.6";

      Driver = "thunderbolt-net";

    };

    addresses = [

      {

        addressConfig = {

          Address = "10.7.0.102/32";

          Peer = "10.7.0.103/32";

        };

https://fangpenlin.com/posts/2019/10/07/elliptic-curve-cryptography-explained/
https://fangpenlin.com/posts/2019/10/07/elliptic-curve-cryptography-explained/


      }

    ];

  };

}

Basically, I use systemd-udevdsystemd-udevdsystemd-udevd to con�gure the Thunderbolt bridge network device
and then have another system-networksystem-networksystem-network con�guration to set an IP and peer IP on the
interface.

Benchmark result

Enough of talking. Let’s see some benchmark results with iperf3:

iperf3 benchmark result shows 11Gbps network speed

As you can see, the network speed reaches 11Gbps!

Afterthoughts

It’s fantastic that I can build a network running at 11Gbps at such a low cost. But still, I
don’t understand why it can only hit 11Gbps at this moment. I saw other peopleother peopleother people
building similar networks were able to hit 20Gbpsbuilding similar networks were able to hit 20Gbpsbuilding similar networks were able to hit 20Gbps. As far as I know, USB4 is almost an
open-source version of Thunderbolt 3. And it doesn’t guarantee the speed to be
40Gbps even if the manufacturer claims it’s USB4. So it could simply be that the
machine only supports up to this speed.

I also heard other people say that because Intel sells high-speed network controllers,
and if USB4 or Thunderbolt 4-based networks can achieve the same level of speed, it
might compete with their network controllers, so they capped the speed. If you know
why I can only hit 11Gbps instead of 20Gbps or even 40Gbps, please let me know 🙏

Another interesting uncharted area of the idea of a high-speed USB-based network
would be how many nodes we can connect and how. With two ports on each machine, I
can make a full-mesh network, but what if there are more than three nodes? I recall
reading some networking books that mentioned interesting ancient network
structures a long time ago, such as ring topology networks or daisy chain networks.
There are many drawbacks to those network structures, and network equipment is
pretty cheap, so those are rare nowadays. With a limited number of
USB4/Thunderbolt ports and relatively expensive cable, maybe it makes sense to

https://www.freedesktop.org/software/systemd/man/latest/systemd-udevd.service.html
https://www.freedesktop.org/software/systemd/man/latest/systemd-networkd.service.html
https://chrisbergeron.com/2021/07/25/ultra-fast-thunderbolt-nas-with-apple-m1-and-linux/
https://chrisbergeron.com/2021/07/25/ultra-fast-thunderbolt-nas-with-apple-m1-and-linux/


construct a network like the ancient ones. What if we can make a high-speed switch
built with many USB4 ports and controllers? How much will it cost compared to the
ethernet equivalents?

In the near future, when high-speed USB/Thunderbolt controllers and cables become
standard and widely available on modern computers, we can see more close-range
high-speed networking applications at a very low cost. I may spend some time
exploring the idea of building a USB/Thunderbolt-based high-speed network. In the
meantime, I would like to know if you have ever built anything cool with these
technologies. Please feel free to leave a comment below!
Share this post!
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